In vitro evaluation of ultrasound-assisted thrombolysis using a targeted ultrasound contrast agent.
A thrombus-targeted ultrasound contrast agent bound with tirofiban - a glycoprotein (GP) IIb/IIIa antagonist that can specifically bind to activated platelets in the thrombus - was designed to enhance both the image contrast and thrombolysis effect. In this study, we used 76 canine thrombi for investigation. The targeting ability to thrombi was confirmed by microphotography and high-frequency ultrasound (40 MHz) imaging. The effect of the targeted microbubbles on thrombolysis enhancement was investigated using an in vitro flow system: targeted and nontargeted microbubbles flowed through the clot for 30 seconds with a washing step; the microbubbles remained on the clot that were then cavitated by ultrasound (frequency = 1 MHz, MI = 1.2). The extent of thrombolysis was evaluated by weight reduction and histology analysis. The targeted microbubbles reduced the weight of thrombi by a factor of 1.7 times that of the nontargeted microbubbles. (clot weight reduction: 23.1 +/- 5.3% versus 13.6 +/- 4.9%, p < 0.01 between targeted and nontargeted group), and the signal enhancement was 3.34 +/- 0.30 dB (mean +/- SD, p < 0.01 compared to control). We conclude that targeted microbubbles are applicable not only for molecular imaging of thrombi but also for improving the effectiveness of ultrasound-assisted thrombolysis.